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Theoretical analysis of continuously driven dissipative solid-state qubits
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We study a realistic model for driven qubits using the numerical solution of the Bloch-Redfield equation as
well as analytical approximations using a high-frequency scheme. Unlike in idealized rotating-wave models
suitable for NMR or quantum optics, we study a driving term which neither is orthogonal to the static term nor
leaves the adiabatic energy value constant. We investigate the underlying dynamics and analyze the spectros-
copy peaks obtained in recent experiments. We show, that unlike in the rotating-wave case, this system exhibits
nonlinear driving effects. We study the width of spectroscopy peaks and show, how a full analysis of the
parameters of the system can be performed by comparing the first and second resonance. We outline the
limitations of the NMR linewidth formula at low temperature and show, that spectroscopic peaks experience a
strong shift which goes much beyond the Bloch-Siegert shift of the eigenfrequency.
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Coherent manipulation of quantum states is a well es
lished technique in atomic and molecular physics. In th
fields, one works with ‘‘clean’’ generic quantum system
which can be very well decoupled from their environmen
Moreover, it is possible to apply external fields in a way su
that strong symmetry relations between the static and
time-dependent part of the Hamiltonian apply and the res
ing dynamics is very simple and can be treated analytica
In solid-state systems, the situation is different. Not only
they contain a macroscopic number of degrees of freed
which form a heat bath decohering the quantum states t
controlled, but also is the choice of controllable paramet
much more restricted. A quantum-mechanical two state s
tem ~TSS! realized in a mesoscopic circuit can be identifi
with a ~pseudo!spin, however, in that case the different com
ponents of the spin may correspond to physically disti
observables such as, e.g., magnetic flux and electric cha1

This naturally limits the possibilities of controlling arbitrar
parameters of the pseudospin. Hence, in order to describ
direct control of quantum states in mesoscopic devices, c
cepts from NMR or quantum optics cannot bedirectly ap-
plied but have to be carefully adapted. In particular, as de
herence is usually rather strong in condensed matter syst
one can attempt to drive the system rather strongly in or
to have the operation time for a quantum gate, usually se
the Rabi frequency, as short as possible.

We concentrate on the case of a persistent current q
tum bit2–4 driven through the magnetic flux through the loo
and damped predominantly by flux noise5 with Gaussian sta-
tistics. This setup is accurately described by the drive6,7

spin-boson model8
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wheree(t)5e01s cosVt and the oscillator bath is assume
to be ohmic with a spectral density J(v)
5(p/2)( i(ci

2/miv i)d(v2v i)52pave2v/vc. The connec-
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tion of J(v) to the setup parameters is detailed in Ref. 5. T
static energy splitting of the pseudospin isn5Ae0

21D2. This
model is also applicable to other Josephson qubits and o
realizations.8,9 In particular, the strong driving regime we ar
going to elaborate on has recently been realized in sev
setups.10–12 We study the effective dynamics of the pse
dospin having traced out the bath in the limit of weak dam
ing a!1 which is appropriate for quantum computatio
This is done using the Bloch-Redfield equation.13 The result-
ing equation is of Markovian form in the sense that it on
contains the density matrix at a single time, however, it
derived in such a way, that the free coherent evolution dur
the interaction with the bath is fully taken into account su
that the resulting equation is numerically equivalent to
fully non-Markovian path-integral scheme7,9 and only
memory terms beyond the Born approximation are dropp
The explicit form of the equations for this situation as well
the formulas for the rates correspond to those given in Re
We compare our numerical results to analytical formulas
rived in the framework of a high-frequency approximation14

which involves averaging over the driving field and h
nonetheless shown to give a good estimate for the sys
dynamics even close to resonances.7

Initial experiments on quantum bits such as Ref. 3 do
monitor the real-time dynamics of the system as in Ref.
because the read-out is much slower than the decohere
i.e., the dephasing timetf is too short. In order to optimize
the experimental setup, it is important to measure bothtf
and the relaxation timetR , even and in particular if they are
insufficient. In the standard NMR-case, this is done by stu
ing the width of the resonance.15 We will detail that a some-
what modified analysis can be performed for solid-state
bits and what are its limitations. We discuss bo
situations.3,4 Our results thus help to analyze the decohere
as observed in Refs. 3,4, and outline the possibilities
limitations of driving the system in the nonlinear regime.

We have numerically solved the driven Bloch-Redfie
equation. The real-time dynamics is illustrated in Fig. 1.
©2003 The American Physical Society08-1
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The dynamics shows distinct features on different tim
scales. As expected, there are clear Rabi oscillations on
scale of the effective driving strength~see below!. In quan-
tum computing applications, these would be used for
implementation of a Hadamard gate. On top of this, there
fast components: The dominating one oscillates with
driving frequency, which originates in the fact that the dri
ing is not perpendicular to the static field. A weaker on
which oscillates at twice the driving frequency, comes fro
the counter-rotating term perpendicular to the static fie

FIG. 1. ^sz&(t) at fixed frequencyV/2p56.6 GHz for different
bias points.~a! Off resonance,n/2p52.9 GHz, incoherent decay
towards thermal equilibrium,~c! on resonance,n/2p56.6 GHz,
Rabi oscillations decaying on the scale of a dephasing timetf

towards a dynamical equilibrium state,~b! close to the resonance
n/2p56.4 GHz, combination of decoherence and relaxation, a
~d! short-time dynamics highlighting the fast oscillating compone
see text.
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These oscillations can lead to errors of the Hadamard g
On a longer time scale, the Rabi oscillations decay. The t
scales will be discussed later on. In general, if one is
exactly on resonance, these oscillations are combined
nonoscillatory decay, see Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. At very long
times, the system assumes a quasistationary valueP` .

Corresponding to the situation of a spectroscopy exp
ment, we now turn to the analysis of the quasistationary s
which is established after a long timet@tf ,tR ,vR

21 . We
compare our full numerical solutions with analytical expre
sions we have obtained from the high-frequency approxim
tion of Refs. 7,14. As a result of this approach, the TSS
mapped onto a coupled ensemble of TSSs correspondin
the original system emitting or absorbingn photons from the
driving field during the tunneling. The energy bias of the
individual systems isen5e02nV and the tunnel matrix el-
ement

Dn5DJn~s/V!, ~2!

where theJn are Bessel functions. At low driving fields, w
can approximateDn5(D/n!)(s/2V)n as we would expect
from the expansion of a perturbation series in the driv
strength. TheDn can hence be viewed asn-photon Rabi fre-
quencies. This implies, that the usual single-photon f
quency gets replaced byD1.sD/n, which can be interpreted
as only the projection of the driving field onto the directio
in pseudospin space orthogonal to the static Hamiltonian
order to obtain the solid curves in Fig. 2 the secular eq
tions for the eigenfrequencies have been solved, taking
account an appropriate number of terms.16 The dynamical
two state systems are characterized by individual dynam
dephasing ratesGf,n and a common relaxation rateG r .7 On
thenth resonance,Gf,n can be very low, much lower than of
resonance, as can be seen in Fig. 1, and largely excee
intrinsic dephasing time. This has been observed in Refs.

d
,

d.

nt
er
FIG. 2. ^sz& in the long-time limit at fixed
frequencyV/2p56.6 GHz as a function of the
energy biase0 for different values of the driving
strengths/V50.034,0.43,1.7,2.4@~a!–~d!#. From
~b!–~d!, nonlinear resonances can be identifie
~d! already shows negative values atsmall posi-
tive e0, which can be identified as the cohere
destruction of zero-photon tunneling. Furth
peaks occur at even higher bias.
8-2
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Figure 2 shows numerical and analytical results forP`

5 limt→`^sz& at a fixed frequencyV/2p56.6 GHz as a
function of the energy biase0. This corresponds to a realisti
experimental situation.3 In Fig. 2~a!, taken at weak driving
field, only the regular resonance corresponding to the tra
tion between the two eigenstates driven by absorbing a sin
photon can be seen. At somewhat stronger driving, Fig. 2~b!,
this peak grows wider and a second resonance appears,
responding to the simultaneous absorption of two photo
At higher fields, Fig. 2~c!, these peaks grow and start t
dominate over the background. They also turn asymme
This trend culminates in the situation shown in Fig. 2~d!. In
that case,P` doesnot grow to positive values at small pos
tive e0, but it gets negative and then directly approaches
first resonance. The reason for this behavior can be ident
within the high-frequency approximation: The lowest orde
tunnel frequencyD05DJ0(s/V) vanishes at this particula
driving strength. Indeed, comparing Figs. 2~a! and 2~d! one

FIG. 3. ^sz& at strong driving with high frequencyV/2p
56.6 GHz ~where D/2p5660 MHz). By increasing the driving
strength, the tunneling is slowed down and brought to a stands

FIG. 4. Shift of the spectroscopy peak as a function of the dr
ing strength forv/2p56.6 GHz andD/2p5660 MHz. We com-
pare to the usual Bloch-Siegert shift formula~dashed! and the for-
mula derived in the text~solid!.
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can see, that the step which is ate050 in case~a! is shifted
to e0.V in case~d!. This phenomenon, the coherent d
struction of tunneling6 relies on destructive interference o
the dressed state17 formed by the TSS and a cloud of photon
from the driving field. This interpretation is supported by t
dynamics of^sz&(t). As seen in Fig. 3, which shows th
dynamics at the degeneracy point for different drivi
strengths, the zero-photon tunneling is slowed down a
brought to a standstill. If that strong driving can be applied
solid-state qubits, it would provide an alternative for contr
ling D0 by a cw microwave field instead of an addition
magnetic flux as proposed in Ref. 2.

At very weak driving, the peak position corresponds
the qubit eigenfrequencyV5n. This is not reliably predicted
by the high-frequency approximation. At stronger drivin
the peak gets shifted. Closer inspection as in Fig. 4 sho
that this shift goes much beyond the usual Bloch-Sieg
shift6 of the dynamical eigenfrequency, in fact, one can sh
that the position of thepeakin steady state and the eigenfr
quency do not coincide. The former is given by balancing
rates and it can be shown that in lowest order gets shi
by16 depeak.s2/8V whereas the Bloch-Siegert shift for ou
case isdeBS.D2s2/(16V3). As a more general conclusion
already at modest not-too-weak driving, the resonance p
tions do not necessarily reflect the eigenfrequencies of
system.

In Fig. 5, the height of the two lowest order peaks
shown. It can be seen, that, from the low-driving side, th
saturate as soon as their effective Rabi frequencyDn exceeds
1/At rtf. At very high driving, the peaks show an inversio
of population.

For the optimization of qubit setups on the way to coh
ent dynamics, it is important to characterize its cohere
properties from the spectroscopic data. In NMR, this is do
from the linewidth given by

dV52Atf
221vR

2tR /tf, ~3!

ll.

- FIG. 5. Heights of the two lowest resonances as a function
the driving strength s at n/2p56.6 GHz, D/2p5660 MHz,
V/2p56.6 GHz. The solid and dashed lines are extrapolated N
formulas.
8-3
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wherevR is the Rabi frequency at resonance, which co
cides with the strength of the driving field. A generalizatio
of this formula to our case has to take into account lo
temperatures and the different driving situation. Moreov
vR is usually not directly known to sufficient precision, be
cause the driving strength depends on the attenuation of
applied fields on their way to the sample and the efficien
of the coupling.3,5

Our analysis suggests the generalization of Eq.~3! is
given by

dVn52Atf
221Dn

2tR /tf, n561,62 . . . , ~4!

wheredVn is the width~in frequency! of then-photon reso-
nance andDn is the effective Rabi frequency defined abov
At low powerss,V, they are given by the rates from th
undriven Ohmic case

tR
215a

D2

2n
cothS \n

2kBTD , tf
215~2tR!2112pa

kBT

\

e0
2

n2
.

~5!

This result is confirmed by our numerical simulations Fig.

FIG. 6. Widths of the two lowest resonances as a function of
driving strengths at D/2p5660 MHz andV/2p56.6 GHz. The
solid line corresponds to the extrapolated NMR formula discus
in the text.
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We can essentially identify three regimes: A saturat
broadening regime at low powers, wheredVn.2tf

21 , a
saturated regime,dVn.2DnAtR /tf and a nonlinear regime
where the numerical curve deviates from Eq.~4! due to the
fact, that the high Rabi frequency shifts the relevant ene
scales and modifies the time scales given in Eq.~5!. Note,
that in this regime, the general curve ofP` is greatly de-
formed ~see Fig. 2! and the width of a peak becomes am
biguous.

This result allows to measure essentially all interest
parameters of the system experimentally. By extrapolat
the level separation at the degeneracy point@as it was done in
Eq. ~3!#, one obtainsD. By tracking the resonance position
at weak driving, one can evaluatee0 as a function of the
external control parameter@in Eq. ~3! this would be the mag-
netic flux#. By driving in the saturated regime, the widths
the first and second peak become, according to Eq.~4!
dV1/252D1/2AtR /tf, hence by taking their ratio we find th
effective driving strength fromD2 /D15J1(s/V)/J0(s/V)
.s/2 and by tracking the slope of the first resonance we fi
the ratiot r /tf . Finally, examining the saturation broadenin
regime of the first resonance gives the absolute value oftf .

In conclusion, we have numerically and analytically an
lyzed the spin-boson system, which, e.g., represent
SQUID qubit, in the weak damping regime, driven by co
tinuous fields. As compared to the more familiar situation
NMR, this system is both different in the character of t
driving and the low temperature governing the dissipati
We have shown, that the key features of this system, R
oscillations, and saturation of the linewidth, persist quali
tively as has been experimentally confirmed.4 They are, how-
ever, altered on a quantitative level, such as an unantici
edly strong shift of the position of the resonance peak, a
also supplemented by new phenomena such as hig
harmonics generation, oscillations of^sz& on the scale of the
driving field, and coherent destruction of tunneling. We ha
finally outlined a scheme how to determine all relevant p
rameters ~tunnel splitting, energy dispersion, drivin
strength, dephasing and relaxation time! of a quantum bit
solely through spectroscopy.
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